Pirtek Cambridge Ltd - Privacy Notice
1. ABOUT THIS POLICY
Respecting the privacy rights of our customers is very important to us. We are committed to complying with
the Data Protection Act 1998 and, when it comes into force, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
This Privacy Notice provides details of the personal data we collect from you, what we do with it, how you
might access it and who it might be shared with.
You will find our contact details at the end of this policy which you can use if you have any questions, including
how to update or access your personal information or to make a complaint.
This policy may change, so please check this page from time to time to ensure that you’re happy with any
changes. Please see Section 15 for further details on Changes to this policy.
th

This policy was last updated on 14 May 2018.
2. WHO WE ARE
We are Pirtek (Cambridge) Ltd, Company registration number 04998681.
Pirtek is a franchised business, where all centres are owned and operated by independent Pirtek franchisees
(each a “Franchisee” and together with our “Franchisees”).
Each Franchisee is independently responsible for its own legal and regulatory compliance and for the
operation of its own Pirtek centre(s) and all compliance arising from any transactions with you, any products or
services ordered by you from our Sites and any products or services ordered from our centres.
When we refer to the "Pirtek Group" we mean Pirtek Cambridge Ltd together with the companies listed in
section 14.
For further details, including a full list of these companies, please visit Pirtek Group Companies in Section 14.
Whenever you deal with one of these companies, the ‘controller’ of your personal information will be the
company in our group that you are interacting with or with whom your information has been shared.
A ‘controller’ is a company that decides why and how your personal information is processed.
3. WHAT PERSONAL DATA DO WE COLLECT?
Personal information you give to us: This is information about you that you give to us by entering information
via our websites, our social media pages, by contracting with us or by corresponding with us by phone, email
or otherwise and is provided entirely voluntarily. The information you give to us includes your name and
contact details (such as phone number, email address and address)
Personal information we collect about you: We may automatically collect the following personal information:
our web servers store as standard details of your browser and operating system, the website from which you
visit our website, the pages that you visit on our website, the date of your visit, and, for security reasons, e.g.
to identify attacks on our website, the Internet protocol (IP) address assigned to you by your internet service.
We may also obtain information about you when you provide it to us or to our franchisees or, occasionally,
from third parties.
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Personal information we may receive from other sources: We may obtain certain personal information about
you from the Pirtek group of companies (Section 14); the personal information received is as described in the
two paragraphs above.
Payment: If you make a payment to us your payment details are taken at the time of the job, and a deposit
may be taken. These details are then stored in a safe until the transaction is completed. We would then shred
the original details, and store the paper receipt for 18 months in a locked cabinet. This is a legal requirement.
Alternatively, your payment details would not held by us but are collected by our third-party payment
processors, who specialise in the secure online capture and processing of such transactions.
4. HOW WE USE YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
We may use and process your personal information where you have consented for us to do so for the
following purposes:


to supply brochures and other material you have specifically requested from us;



for recruitment purposes



to seek your comments on the services the Pirtek Group have provided;



to notify you of changes to our services;



for administrative and business purposes;



for certain additional purposes but only with your consent.

You may withdraw your consent for us to use your information in any of these ways at any time. Please see
withdrawing your consent in Section 7 for further details.
4.1 Where required to perform a CONTRACT with you
We may use and process your personal information where it is necessary for the performance of a contract
with you or in order to take steps at your request, before entering into a contract with you including for the
following purposes:


To allow for the provision of breakdown services by our franchise centres



To exchange information for warranty or aftersales

4.2 Where it is in your VITAL INTEREST
We may use your personal information to contact you if there are any urgent safety or product recall notices
to communicate to you or where we otherwise reasonably believe that the processing of your personal
information will prevent or reduce any potential harm to you. It is in your vital interests for us to use your
personal information in this way.
4.3 Where required to comply with our LEGAL OBLIGATIONS
We will use your personal information to comply with our legal obligations.
4.4 Where there is a LEGITIMATE INTEREST
We may use and process your personal information where it is necessary for us to pursue our legitimate
interests as a business for the following purposes:


to maintain our relationship with you whilst you are a customer;
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to process orders and provide agreed goods and services to you;
for invoicing, processing payments, account set up and maintenance;
to communicate with you, including to respond to information requests /enquiries submitted and/or
to obtain your feedback on our products and services;
for record keeping, statistical analysis and internal reporting and research purposes;
for marketing activities (other than where we rely on your consent) e.g. to tailor marketing
communications or send targeted marketing messages;
to correspond and communicate with you;
to notify you about changes to our products and services;
to decide on and notify you about price changes;
to monitor the quality of our products and services;
for logistical purposes, including to plan and log delivery routes;
to investigate any complaint you make;
to provide evidence in any dispute or anticipated dispute between you and us;
to customise various aspects of our Websites to improve your experience;
for general administration including managing your queries, complaints, or claims, and to send service
messages to you.
to contact you via email, text message, post or telephone with marketing information about Pirtek
and other products and services
to arrange technical sales visits or where you have requested a call back;
to create a better understanding of you as a customer or visitor;
for network and information security in order for us to take steps to protect your information against
loss or damage, theft or unauthorised access;
to comply with a request from you in connection with the exercise of your rights (for example where
you have asked us not to contact you for marketing purposes, we will keep a record of this on our
suppression lists in order to be able to comply with your request);
for the purposes of corporate restructure or reorganisation or sale of our business or assets;
for efficiency, accuracy or other improvements of our databases and systems e.g. by combining
systems or consolidating records we or our group companies hold about you;
to undertake credit checks for trade credit and finance;
for the prevention of fraud and other criminal activities;
for analysis, and to enhance and personalise your customer or visitor experience;
to administer our websites and for internal operations, including troubleshooting, testing, statistical
purposes;

4.5 Franchise Centres
We may share your information with other companies within the Pirtek Group. They may use your personal
information in the ways set out above or in connection with products and services that complement our own
range of products and services, for example suitability of technical products.
4.6 Third parties who provide products and services
We work closely with various third parties to bring you a range of products and services which are
complimentary to ours. When you enquire about or purchase one or more of these products or services
through us (e.g. via our websites), the relevant third party may use your details to provide you with
information.
When we use third party service providers, we only disclose to them any personal information that is
necessary for them to provide their service and we have a contract in place that requires them to keep your
information secure and not to use it other than in accordance with our specific instructions.
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These third-party product providers may share your information with us which we will use in accordance with
this policy. In some cases, they will be acting as a controller of your information and therefore we advise you
to read their privacy policy.
5. HOW LONG DO WE STORE YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION FOR?
If we collect your personal information, the length of time we retain it for is determined by many factors
including the purpose for which we use that information and our obligations under other laws.
We do not retain personal information in an identifiable format for longer than is necessary.
We may need your personal information to establish, bring or defend legal claims, in which case we will retain
your personal information for 7 years after the last occasion on which we have used your personal information
in one of the ways specified in How we use your personal information in Section 4.
The only exceptions to this are where:


the law requires us to hold your personal information for a longer period, or delete it sooner;



you exercise your right to have the information erased (where it applies) and we do not need to hold
it in connection with any of the reasons permitted in this section, or because we are required under
the law; and



in limited cases, the law permits us to keep your personal information indefinitely provided we put
certain protections in place.

Who has access to your information?
Save as expressly set out in this Privacy Policy we will not sell or provide your information to third parties other
than to information processors with whom we have entered into written contracts which require the
information processors to comply in all respects with the requirements of this Privacy Policy and all legal
requirements relating to information privacy.
6. HOW DO WE LOOK AFTER PERSONAL DATA?
We limit the amount of personal data collected only to what is fit for the purpose, as described above. We
restrict, secure and control all of our information against unauthorised access, damage, loss or destruction;
whether physical or electronic. We retain personal data only for as long as is described above, to respond to
your requests, or longer if required by law. If we retain your personal data for historical or statistical purposes
we ensure that the personal data cannot be used further. While in our possession, together with your
assistance, we try to maintain the accuracy of your personal data.
7. YOUR RIGHTS
You have the right to request access to any of your personal data we may hold. If any of the information is
incorrect, you may request that we correct it. If we are improperly using your information, you may request
that we stop using it or even delete it completely.
If you would like to make a request to see what personal data of yours we might hold, you may make a request
from our company as detailed in section 16
Where you have previously given your consent to process your personal data, you also have the right to
request that we port or transfer your personal data to a different service provider or to yourself, if you so wish.
You may make a request from our company as detailed in section 16
Where it may have been necessary to get your consent to use your personal data, at any moment, you have
the right to withdraw that consent. If you withdraw your consent, we will cease using your personal data
without affecting the lawfulness of processing based on consent before your withdrawal. You may make a
request from our company as detailed in section 16
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You have the right to complain to the Information Commissioner. You can do this be contacting the
Information Commissioner’s Office directly. Full contact details including a helpline number can be found on
the Information Commissioner’s Office website (www.ico.org.uk). This website has further information on your
rights and our obligations.
8. SECURITY MEASURES
We will ensure that your personal information is held securely.
Some of your “non-sensitive” details (such as your email address) may be transmitted over the internet and
this can never be guaranteed to be 100% secure.

9. COOKIES
Our and our franchisees’/franchisor’s websites use cookies. ‘Cookies’ are small pieces of information sent by
an organisation to your computer and stored on your hard drive to allow that website to recognise you when
you visit. Cookies collect statistical information about your browsing actions and patterns and do not identify
you as an individual. We use cookies to improve our website and provide you with a better, more personal
service. You may switch off cookies.
10. OTHER WEBSITES
Our websites may contain links to other websites which we do not own but this privacy policy only applies to
our website. We cannot be responsible for the privacy policies and practices of other sites whether or not you
access them using links from our websites.
11. TRANSFERRING YOUR INFORMATION OUTSIDE OF THE EU
The information which you provide to us may be transferred to countries outside the European Union (“EU”) if
any of our servers or our processors’ servers are located in such a country. These countries may not have
equivalent information protection laws to those within the EU. By submitting your personal information, you
are agreeing to this transfer, storing or processing. If we transfer your information outside of the EU in this
way, we will take steps to ensure that appropriate security measures are taken with the aim of ensuring that
your privacy rights continue to be protected as outlined in this Policy.
12. OUR PREMISES
We have CCTV cameras at our premises and in our car park. We also have web cams in our vehicles.
13. 16 OR UNDER?
We are especially concerned to protect the privacy of children aged, 16 or under. If you are aged 16 or under,
please ask your parent/guardian’s permission before providing any personal information and ask them to help
you whenever you provide us with any personal information.
14. PIRTEK GROUP COMPANIES
Pirtek UK Ltd
MH Holdings (North) Ltd
Dansam (Kent) Ltd
C M Basildon Ltd
Pirtek Belfast (2005) Ltd
Express Partner Ltd
Hose Care (UK) Ltd
BRS Hydraulics Ltd
Pirtek (Burton) Ltd
Pirtek (Cambridge) Ltd
Wood Hydraulic Services Ltd

t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
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Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek

Aberdeen
Ashford
Basildon
Belfast
Birmingham
Bradford
Bristol
Burton
Cambridge
Cleveland

Hose Express Ltd
Pirtek Coventry 2008 Ltd
West Sussex Hydraulics Limited
Penrith Hydraulic Services Limited
Incandescent Ltd
Docklands Hydraulics Ltd
Airhalf Ltd
Hydraulics Hose Services Ltd
George Colliar Ltd
Mitre Shelf 505 Ltd
Cheshire Hydraulic Systems Ltd
Hydraulic Solutions (Erith) Ltd
Start Hydraulics Ltd
Mutare Hydraulics Ltd
George Colliar Ltd
Urbanmajor Ltd
C&H Hydraulics Ltd
Fluid Systems Ltd
Flexipower UK Ltd
Prizetrack Ltd
JCW Enterprises Ltd
Changkon Ltd
Buffrail Ltd
GMM Hydraulics Ltd
Sageglen Ltd
George Colliar Ltd
Joshdan Ltd
Incandescent Ltd
Dappleflair Ltd
Macbeth 47 Ltd
Potok Ltd
Chartwich Ltd
Manchester Hydraulics Ltd
Kenbro Limited
Hose Services (Medway) Ltd
MK Hydraulics Ltd
Hydraulic Solutions Ltd
M & J WOODS (SW) Ltd
CIS(Northampton) Ltd
Amber White Ltd
Kenbro Ltd
Premier Hose Ltd
P O Hydraulics Ltd
Amluc Ltd
MGM Hoses Ltd
Macbeth 12 Ltd
Coventry Hoses & Appliances Ltd
Start Hydraulics Limited

t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
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Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek

Cork
Coventry
Crawley
Cumbria
Derby
Docklands
Doncaster
Dublin
Dundee
Edinburgh
Ellesmere Port
Erith
Exeter
Galway
Glasgow
Gloucester
Greenwich
Guildford
Harlow
Hull
Ipswich
Isleworth
Kidderminster
Kilmarnock
Kings Cross
Kinross
Leeds
Leicester
Leyton
Lincoln
Liverpool
Luton
Manchester
Mansfield
Medway
Milton Keynes
Mitcham
Newport
Northampton
Norwich
Nottingham
Oldbury
Oldham/M East
Oxford
Paisley
Park Royal
Peterborough
Plymouth

Pirtek (Poole) Ltd
SDJ Fluid Systems Ltd
Pirtek Preston 2004 Ltd
Harkstone Ltd
A and LC Redditch Ltd
Norton Hose Ltd
Firegem Ltd
AW Hydraulics Ltd
K S Hoses Ltd
Forward Force Ltd
M & J WOODS (SW) Ltd
Metaldance Ltd
Thurrock Hose Limited
Lockwell Ltd
M1 Hose & Hydraulics Ltd
Hose Express Ltd
Pirtek (Watford) Ltd
Westbury Hydraulics Ltd
Forward Force (North) Ltd
ALC Wolverhampton Limited
City Hydraulics Ltd
Prizetrack York Ltd

t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a
t /a

Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek
Pirtek

Poole
Portsmouth
Preston
Reading
Redditch
Sheffield
Shropshire
Slough
Southampton
Stoke
Swansea
Swindon
Thurrock
Tyne&Wear
Wakefield
Waterford
Watford
Westbury
Wigan
Wolverhampton
Worcester
York

15. CHANGES TO THIS POLICY
We may review this policy from time to time and any changes will be notified to you by posting an updated
version on our website and/or by contacting you by email.
We recommend you regularly check for changes and review this policy when you visit our website.
16. CONTACT US
If you have any questions, suggestions or complaints about the processing of your personal information or
wish to contact us to amend/update your marketing preferences with a UK company within the Pirtek Group,
please contact the Pirtek Cambridge Data Protection Manager.
Pirtek Cambridge Data Protection Manager
Pirtek Cambridge Ltd
Unit A Copley Hill Business Park
Cambridge Road,
Babraham,
Cambridge
CB22 3GN
United Kingdom
Telephone: 01223 835222 Company Email: june.lewis@pirtekcambridge.co.uk
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